Customized Multi-Language Schematic

VPT100 System

FOUR LANGUAGE SAMPLE CONFIGURATION

1

Presenter uses a wired or wireless microphone which
can connect to self-powered PA or to existing sound system.
One cable provides a feed to first interpreter’s monitoring unit

2

The first Monitoring Unit receives the main feed from the sound system
or directly from any existing microphone. In turn, each additional
Monitoring Unit daisy-chains to the next Monitoring Unit with a
standard XLR>XLR cable to share the main feed with as many
Monitoring Units as your application calls for. Each interpreter's headset
plugs into their corresponding Monitoring Unit.

3

Interpreter microphones plug connects directly to of
each T27 transmitter. Each transmitter is easily tuned
to a unique frequency corresponding with the desired
language. Adding an antenna upgrade ensures clear
transmission and maximum range. Up to 1.000 feet.

4

Audience uses multi-channel receivers with comfortable
dual headsets to tune into the language of their choosing.
Each user has control of their volume levels

5

Rugged military-grade case provides adjustable
dividers for easy system management and
unsurpassed protection.
Carrying cases include retracting
handles and wheels for easy
transportation.

Wired or wireless
microphones
as well as portable PA’s
can easily be added to
VPT100 system for an
all-in-one solution

This system can be configured easily to any number of receivers (up to 2,000) and can manage up to 8 languages

This system is designed to work as follows:
Ask about our

1 Easily connects to any existing PA system or any microphone directly with included Universal Connection Kit

CUSTOM SOLUTION CASES

2 With Monitor Unit unique daisy-chain feature to add on additional languages, each of your interpreters have the advantage of

being able to listen directly to the presenter and can now hear better, concentrate, and overall do a better job of interpreting - imperative!

3 The interpreter’s microphone easily connects to transmitter. Transmitter has a 500 foot range for excellent clarity and sound quality.
Optional upgrade antenna increases range and provides for maximum transmission quality.

4 Each audience member uses their own receiver and headset and can quickly select channel and listen to their language clearly with individual
volume level adjustment

5 Making equipment management and transportation easy this rugged military-grade case will keep your investment safe for years and years to come

LIFE-TIME TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY ON ALL TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

Take your system to a higher level of effectiveness
by having your system mounted, pre-wired and
ready for 1 minute setup and go!
This makes setting up and using your system
as easy as 1-2-3. You can add microphones,
transmitters, monitoring units and
any number of drawers all in one
easy-to-use transportable case.

Call Today 1.888.283.2001

